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Announcements & Key Concepts (re Today)

Ø Swimming when you are small....

Some relevant underlying concepts of the day…

à Written HW #2: Posted and due TODAY (Friday 11/15) in class

Ø Fluid basics

Ø Molecular motors

Ø Reynold's #

à Final exam: Saturday, Dec. 14 (start preparing!)

à Online HW #8 (re fluids): Posted and due next Friday (11/22)



Recall: Biophysical notion of  Passive vs Active

Ø Passive: movement is subject to the 
medium you are in moving you around

Ø Active: you move yourself around 
(e.g., swim)

à What is the mechanism(s) 
underlying "active"?



Berg (2000)

Ø Some sort of 
“flagellum” and energy-
consuming “motor” is 
required 

Bacterial motility: Motor is required



Bacterial motility: Motor powers the propeller

Berg (1993)

Wolfson

à Newton's 
Laws still apply!



Fluids

à Implicitly or explicitly, much of our recents efforts 
have revolved around the notion of fluids... 



Question: 
What differences are there for micro- vs. macro-scopic motors?

Moving along....

Note: Purcell (1912-1997) won 
the 1952 Nobel Prize for his 
work on NMR



Wikipedia



Reynolds Number

Ø Reynolds number (R) is a 
dimension-less number that 
indicates the ratio of inertial to 
viscous forces



Kesten & Tauck

Aside: Density



Aside: Viscosity

Water Oil Maple syrup

Ø Viscosity (h) deals how a liquid “deforms” due to stress (i.e., forces) applied to it   

Ø Tied to how individual fluid molecules interact and friction arising from such



Ø For “swimmers”, R varies quite a lot 
depending upon size.....

Reynolds Number



At "low Reynolds 
number): If you stop 
swimming, you *stop* 
(i.e., no coasting)

Low Reynolds Number



Ø When R is small, “weird” things can happen.....

Nelson (2004)

Low Reynolds Number



Nelson (2004)

Wait, you can simply “unmix” 
by “reversing” time?

à Mixing is hard!

à Tied to that: 
swimming is different!

Low Reynolds Number



Ø “Reciprocal motion”

Ø A scallop wouldn’t be able to 
swim for low R

à Need more than one degree of freedom

Low Reynolds Number



Waigh (2014)

Ø A scallop wouldn’t be able to 
swim for low R

Low Reynolds Number



Nelson (2004)

Ø Possible motor designs....

à Provides some biophysical 
basis for why the motors are 
“designed” the way the are!

Low Reynolds Number



Waigh (2014)

Low Reynolds Number



Waigh (2014)

Low Reynolds Number



Brings us back to that more general 
question: What are the basic 
mechanisms by which "stuff" moves 
around?



Fluids

à Implicitly or explicitly, much of our recents efforts 
have revolved around the notion of fluids... 



Fluids: Basic Considerations

Ø Density

Ø Pressure

Ø Pascal' Principle

Ø Buoyancy & Archimedes

Ø Fluid statcis vs dynamics

Ø Bernoulli à Convection REVISITED

Knight



Recall (re pressure)

Wolfson

Ø Pressure (a scalar, i.e., not a vector) is directly 
related to force 

Kesten & Tauck ch.14

Ø But that must mean “area” is a vector 
too(!!?!)

Changes in pressure 
is how sound energy 
propagates

Kesten & Tauck ch.11



Wolfson

à Basic concepts stemming from Newtonian 
mechanics apply to fluids and gases too

Recall (re a barometer)



Kesten & Tauck

Fluids: Pressure

So is it okay to divide two 
vectors then?



Kesten & Tauck

Fluids: Pressure & Depth (& Atmospheric pressure)



Kesten & Tauck

Fluids: Pressure difference

Changes in pressure is how sound energy propagates



Pulkki & Karjalainen (2015)

Sound...



What is sound?

Position

Pressure

Speaker Ear

Snapshot in time

Pulkki & Karjalainen (2015)

à Note the periodic nature present....



Connection Point

à Can think of sound as 
introducing a bit of a bias!


